Note of post Examination amendments to Knebworth NP 24.03.22
Accessibility requirements:
Each reference to online information in the main part of the document has been changed to
a link within the reference so a when using a screen reader, the website that the reader is
being taken to is clearly identified.
Alt text has been added behind every image.
Tables have been reformatted to lose split cells and merged cells.
Table reading order has been checked.
All superfluous spaces have been removed.
The document has a title and owner.
All objects are now in line except for the header and footer and the front page.
Errors showing on contrast issues have been amended.
Policies Map:
These have been moved to just before the start of the Policies section rather than at the
end of the Policies section.
The Policies Map is referred to as a Policies Map.
Other text changes to match changes to policy amends:
1.7 third paragraph, the Examiner has removed the clarification in the first sentence
regarding the part of the AECOM report that is included in an Appendix to the Plan. It is not
the whole of the chapter on design guidance as his wording suggests. The words “the first
part of which, Section 3.1 – Placemaking and Design Principles” has been retained,
otherwise it would be incorrect.
3.4 Page numbers are not quoted anywhere in the Plan; therefore, they have not been
introduced as recommended by the Examiner in this paragraph. The Policies Map is
referenced by its Figure Numbers with a link directly to the Map.
5.4 Reference to “village centre” in fourth para changed to “retail area” as is specific to
Policy KBLE3 now called Retail Area.
6.2 Delete reference about Starter Homes as no longer relevant to First Homes.
6.5 second para replace “are” with “is” and replace “exceed” with “exceeding”.
8.2 last para, Examiner’s word “for” after “keen” replaced with “that”.

